Championships
Steveston Icebreaker 8 Km/BC Championships-Jan 20, 2019 (Richmond)

Upcoming Competitions
Harry Jerome Indoor Meet-Feb 2, 2019 (Richmond Olympic Oval)

Facilities
North Delta Secondary School ($10 million)
- 9 lane track with turf field in the middle: 9th lane designated for walkers.
- IAAF certification

Resurfacing of South Delta Secondary Track ($175,000)

Stadium at Bear Creek Park ($7 million) *
- Support national-level track and field events with IAAF certification
- Covered concrete seating with a capacity for 2200 spectators
- Construction of a walking track with pedestrian lighting at upper north field to ensure safe training of competitive development of world class track and field athletes

*All information taken from the Dec 11, 2018 City of Surrey Corporate Report
Vancouver Track and Field Strategy

- Currently finished stage 2 of the 3-stage strategy design
- Recommendations to be proposed summer 2019
- $10 million in funds to implement the strategy
- Deciding between three types of tracks: neighbourhood, community, destination
- Public engagement brought a bunch of new ideas and questions that need to be discussed
  - Is Destination a destination track or a competition track?
  - Could this strategy be partnered with UBC to build a destination track thus sharing the financial burden in order to do more for with their funds
- Vancouver has approx. 14 tracks between the school board and parks department
  - Most of these tracks are gravel with a few being asphalt
  - Point grey being the only track able to hold small meets